
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

LOAD CAPACITYLOAD CAPACITYLOAD CAPACITYLOAD CAPACITY    
Will cut up to 13’ 6” wide goods 
and hold 15’ wide goods.  Some 
models will fully process 15’ 
goods – ask for details. 

 
EASILY MOVEDEASILY MOVEDEASILY MOVEDEASILY MOVED    

Industrial strength casters allow the 
Arrow to easily be moved on a 
warehouse floor.  Lifting brakes raise the 
casters off the floor and keep the 
machine stationary when in use. 

 
MOTOR DRIVEN CUTTERMOTOR DRIVEN CUTTERMOTOR DRIVEN CUTTERMOTOR DRIVEN CUTTER    

Powered, spring loaded cutter runs entire length 
of machine, cuts in both directions and uses 
standard carpet blades.  The cutter provides a 
straight, clean cut on both carpet and vinyl. 
 

SIMPLE OPERATIONSIMPLE OPERATIONSIMPLE OPERATIONSIMPLE OPERATION    
Directional switches run the machine in forward 
or reverse.  Run button engages the rollers or 
use the wrap around foot cable to operate the 
machine away from the control panel.  A cut 
piece removal mechanism allows for multiple 
cuts to be made off one roll without the use of 
a forklift. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Dimensions:Dimensions:Dimensions:Dimensions:  15’ 8” long x 6’ 8” wide x 3’ 3” high 
Power RequirementsPower RequirementsPower RequirementsPower Requirements:  220 volt, single phase, 15 amp 
Blades:  Blades:  Blades:  Blades:  Standard, slotted double edge carpet blades 

 

Features and specifications may vary.
Photos for illustration purposes only.

Contact your Accu-Cut representative for complete details.
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28114 County Road 561 
Tavares, FL 32778 
voice:  352-742-0902 
fax:  352-742-0702. 
info@accu-cut.com 
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VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL   
Speed control allows the user to choose 
a comfortable speed or slow the 
machine down for material inspection. 

PLC COMPUTERIZED CONTROLSPLC COMPUTERIZED CONTROLSPLC COMPUTERIZED CONTROLSPLC COMPUTERIZED CONTROLS  
PLC interface control system includes an 
auto-stop foot & inch counter, cut storage 
system, security keypad, cut counter, 
multiple product settings and more. 
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